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No. 1/2022 (UIT):Adm.                                                                             Date: 30.08.2022 

ADMISSION NOTICE 

OPEN ROUND- (B. Tech. -I-Year) 

Few seats in B. Tech. I-year are lying vacant. It is for the information to all the eligible candidates who are 

interested to take admission in B. Tech.-First year in UIT, H. P. University Shimla, are directed to fill the 

following Online Counselling form to participate in the online counselling: 

The link for the online counselling form is given below: 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1P6nT4Jco9IjhuVZyphGsqLfUwxxDJvyI6mm3Zo6Sqx8/edit 

Only those candidates shall be considered who fill and submit (online) this counselling form complete in all 

respect on or before 03.09.2022. 

Instruction to fill the above online counselling form: 

Before proceeding to fill the above counselling form, a candidate must keep ready with him/her the 

photographs/snapshots/pdfs/Screenshots of the following documents (original) to upload on the online form: 

(i) Matriculation Certificate (for verification of DOB) 

(ii) 10+2 Marks card 

(iii) SC/ST/Physically Challenged Certificate (if applicable) 

(iv) HPU-Employee certificate of Parent/Single Girl Child/J&K Resident or Migrant/ 

EWS Certificate (if applicable) 

(v) Income Certificate for consideration of Fee Waiver (if income of the family < 2.5 lakh pa) 

 

SELECTION CRITERIA: 

The criteria for the selection shall be on the basis of Merit of the following Score out of 300 marks: 

            

    p  =   Marks in Physics out of 100 in qualifying exam (10+2) 

   c =   Marks in Chemistry out of 100 in qualifying exam (10+2) 

m  =   Marks in Mathematics out of 100 in qualifying exam (10+2) 

Further, the following procedure shall be adopted to decide the Merit List: 

1. Admission shall be given only against the vacant seat(s) (if available) in any category. 

2. A combined merit list shall be prepared on the basis of the above Score calculated for the candidates. 

3. In case of a  tie i.e. candidates with equal Score, the issue shall be resolved according the h i g h e r  

marks obtained by the candidate in Mathematics in qualifying exam, followed by marks obtained in 

Physics in qualifying exam. Even if there is a tie in inter-se ranking after exhausting the above 

procedure, then the candidate younger in age will be given preference. 

4. These candidates shall be placed in the bottom of earlier Merit List drawn after the completion of 

first round of counseling process.   

5. Seat shall be allotted on the basis of merit of the above Score and the order of Course Preference 

opted by the candidate in the Online Counseling form (link given as above). 

6. Rest of the terms and conditions, laid down in the Prospectus-cum-Handbook of Information-

PRAVESH UIT-2022 shall remain unchanged. 

Note: 

1. The last date to apply through the above online form is 03 September, 2022. 

2. Merit list for the eligible candidates to take admission shall be displayed on 05 September, 2022. 

 

 

Director (UIT) 
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